After a brief mention of Bose and Fermi oscillators and of particles which obey other types of statistics, including intermediate statistics, parastatistics, paronic statistics, anyon statistics and infinite statistics, I discuss the statistics of "quons" (pronounced to rhyme with muons), particles whose annihilation and creation operators obey the q-deformed commutation relation (the quon algebra or q-mutator) which interpolates between fermions and bosons. I emphasize that the operator for interaction with an external source must be an effective Bose operator in all cases. To accomplish this for parabose, parafermi and quon operators, I introduce parabose, parafermi and quon Grassmann numbers, respectively. I also discuss interactions of non-relativistic quons, quantization of quon fields with antiparticles, calculation of vacuum matrix elements of relativistic quon fields, demonstration of the TCP theorem, cluster decomposition, and Wick's theorem for relativistic quon fields, and the failure of local commutativity of observables for relativistic quon fields. I conclude with the bound on the parameter q for electrons due to the Ramberg-Snow experiment.
Introduction
I start by reviewing the (Bose) harmonic oscillator. I want to emphasize that the commutation relation,
and the vacuum condition which characterizes the Fock representation
but these relations are redundant in the Fock representation. Also, only the totally symmetric (one-dimensional) representations of the symmetric (i.e., permutation) group S n occur.
To construct observables in the free theory we can use the number operator, n k , or the transition operator, n kl ,
The commutation relation,
follows from Eq.(1). The number operator has integer eigenvalues,
Using n k and n kl we can construct the Hamiltonian,
and other observables for the free theory. The Hamiltonian obeys
Analogous formulas of higher degree in the a's and a † 's give interaction terms. I want to pay special attention to couplings to external sources in the quon theory; in preparation for that I write the external Hamiltonian in the Bose case, As far as I know, the first attempt to go beyond Bose and Fermi statistics was made by G. Gentile [1] . He suggested "intermediate statistics," in which up to n particles can occupy a given quantum state. Clearly Fermi statistics is recovered for n = 1 and Bose statistics is recovered in the limit n → ∞. As formulated by Gentile, intermediate statistics is not a proper quantum statistics, because the condition of having at most n particles in a quantum state is not invariant under change of basis.
H.S. Green [2] invented a generalization which is invariant under change of basis. I later dubbed his invention "parastatistics" [3] . Green noticed that the number operator and transition operator, Eq. (5, 20) , have the same form for both bosons and fermions, as do the commutation relations between the transition operator and the creation and annihilation operators, Eq.(6, 21). Green generalized the transition operator by writing
where the upper signs are for the generalization of bosons ("parabosons") and the lower signs are for the generalization of fermions ("parafermions"). Since Eq. (30) is trilinear, two conditions the states are necessary to fix the Focklike representation: the usual vacuum condition is
the new condition
contains the parameter p which is the order of the parastatistics. The Hamiltonian for free particles obeying parastatistics has the same form, in terms of the number operators, as for Bose and Fermi statistics,
For interactions with an external source, we must introduce para-Grassmann numbers which make the interaction Hamiltonian an effective Bose operator. This is in analogy with the cases of external Bose and Fermi sources discussed above. We want
retains its form, except when the a and a † can contract, in which case the contraction appears on the right-hand-side.
It is worthwhile to make explicit the fact that in theories with parastatistics states belong to many-dimensional representations of the symmetric group. This contrasts with the cases of Bose and Fermi statistics in which only the one dimensional representations occur.
I emphasize that parastatistics is a perfectly consistent local quantum field theory. The observables, such as the current, are local provided the proper symmetrization or antisymmetrization is used; for example,
for the current of a spin-1/2 field. Further, all norms in a parastatistics theory are positive; there are no negative probabilities. On the other hand, parastatistics of order p > 1 gives a gross violation of statistics; for example, for a parafermi theory of order p > 1 each quantum state can be occupied p times. A precise experiment is not needed to rule out such a gross violation. Within the last three years two new approaches to particle statistics (in three or more space dimensions) have been studied in order to provide theories in which the Pauli exclusion principle (i.e., Fermi statistics) and/or Bose statistics can be violated by a small amount. One of these approaches uses deformations [4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10, 11, 12, 13] of the trilinear commutation relations of H.S. Green [2] and Volkov. [14] . (Deformations of algebras and groups, in particular, quantum groups, are a subject of great interest and activity at present. The extensive literature on this subject can be traced from [15] .) The particles, called "parons," which obey this type of statistics have a quantum field theory which is local, but some states of such theories must have negative squared norms (i.e., there are negative probabilities in the theory). The negative squared norms first appear in many-particle states: in the model considered in [5] the first negative norm occurs in the state with Young tableau (3,1). It does not seem that the negative norm states decouple from those with positive squared norms (as, in contrast, the corresponding states do decouple in manifestly covariant quantum electrodynamics). Thus theories with parons seem to have a fatal flaw.
The other approach uses deformations of the bilinear Bose and Fermi commutation relations [16, 17, 18, 19, 20, 21, 23] . The particles which obey this type of statistics, called "quons," have positive-definite squared norms for a range of the deformation parameter, but the observables of such theories fail to have the desired locality properties. This failure raises questions about the validity of relativistic quon theories, but, in contrast to the paron theories, does not cause a problem with non-relativistic quon theories. (As I prove below, the TCP theorem and clustering hold for free relativistic quon theories, so even relativistic quon theories may be interesting.)
Still other approaches to violations of statistics were given in [24, 25, 26] . An interpolation between Bose and Fermi statistics using parastatistics of increasing order was studied in [27] ; this also does not give a small violation.
Yet another type of statistics, anyon statistics, has been extensively discussed recently, and applied to the fractional Hall effect and to high-temperature superconductivity. For anyons, the transposition of two particles can give any phase,
In the form usually considered, anyons only exist in two space dimensions, and are outside the framework I am considering. I will not discuss them further here; rather I give two relevant references [29, 30] .
3 The Quon Algebra
In their general classification of possible particle statistics, Doplicher, Haag and Roberts [31] included bosons, fermions, parabosons, parafermions and one other case, infinite statistics, in which all representations of the symmetric group could occur, but did not give an algebra which led to this last case. Roger Hegstrom, a chemist at Wake Forest University, suggested averaging the Bose and Fermi commutation relations to get
(Unknown to Hegstrom and me, this algebra had been considered earlier by Cuntz [28] .) With Hegstrom's permission, I followed up his idea and showed that this algebra gives an example of infinite statistics. Consider a general scalar product,
This vanishes unless n = m and P is the identity, and then it equals one. From this it follows that one can choose coefficients c(P ) to project into states in each irreducible of S n and that the norm will be positive,
thus every representation of S n occurs. Note that there is no relation between two a's or two a † 's; as before, the Fock vacuum condition makes such relations unnecessary.
To construct observables, we want a number operator and a transition operator which obey
Once Eq. (42) holds, the Hamiltonian and other observables can be constructed in the usual way; for example,
The obvious thing is to try
Then
The first term in Eq.(45) is δ kl a † k as desired; however the second term is extra and must be canceled. This can be done by adding the term t a † t a † k a k a t to the term in Eq.(44). This cancels the extra term, but adds a new extra term, which must be canceled by another term. This procedure yields an infinite series for the number operator and for the transition operator,
As in the Bose case, this infinite series for the transition or number operator defines an unbounded operator whose domain includes states made by polynomials in the creation operators acting on the vacuum. (As far as I know, this is the first case in which the number operator, Hamiltonian, etc. for a free field are of infinite degree.) For nonrelativistic theories, the x-space form of the transition operator is
which obeys the nonrelativistic locality requirement
, and ρ(x; y)|0 = 0.
The apparent nonlocality of this formula associated with the space integrals has no physical significance. To support this last statement, consider
where Q = d e xj 0 (x). Equation (49) seems to have nonlocality because of the space integral in the Q factors; however, if
then Eq. (49) holds, despite the apparent nonlocality. What is relevant is the commutation relation, not the representation in terms of a space integral. (The apparent nonlocality of quantum electrodynamics in the Coulomb gauge is another such example.) In a similar way,
Then the Hamiltonian of a nonrelativistic theory with two-body interactions has the form
[H,
Since the second term on the right-hand-side of Eq.(53) vanishes when the equation is applied to the vacuum, this equation shows that the usual Schrödinger equation holds for the n-particle system. Thus the usual quantum mechanics is valid, with the sole exception that any permutation symmetry is allowed for the many-particle system. This construction justifies calculating the energy levels of (anomalous) atoms with electrons in states which violate the exclusion principle using the normal Hamiltonian, but allowing anomalous permutation symmetry for the electrons [32] .
In general, an arbitrary many-particle state is in a mixture of inequivalent irreducible representations of S n . If O is any observable and Ψ is any state, the cross terms between irreducibles in the matrix element Ψ|O|Ψ automatically vanish, since observables keep states inside their irreducible representation of S n .
3.2
The general quon algebra for −1 ≤ q ≤ 1.
The quon algebra,
which is a deformation of the Bose and Fermi algebras and interpolates between these algebras as q goes from 1 to −1 on the real axis, shares many qualitative features with the special case of q = 0 just discussed. In particular, the quon algebra also allows all representations of S n . This algebra, supplemented by the vacuum condition
determines a (Fock-like) representation in a linear vector space. For −1 < q < 1, the squared norms of all vectors made by limits of polynomials of the creation operators, a
In a conference devoted to issues related to harmonic oscillators, it is worthwhile to make some comments about the experimental relevance of the quon oscillator. The quon oscillator provides a parametrization of possible small departures from Fermi or Bose statistics. The simplest way to detect small violations of statistics is to find a state which either Fermi or Bose statistics would not allow. For Fermi (Bose) statistics, this would be a state in which identical particles are not totally antisymmetric (symmetric). The path-breaking high-precision experiment of Ramberg and Snow [41] searches for transitions to a state in which the electrons of the copper atom are not totally antisymmetric. The failure to detect such transitions (above background) leads to the following upper bound on violation of the exclusion principle,
ρ 2 is the two-electron density matrix, ρ a(s) is the antisymmetric (symmetric) two-electron density matrix. For two electrons in different states ρ 2 can be expressed in terms of q of the q-mutator as
so the Ramberg Snow bound is
A high-precision experiment to detect or bound violations of the exclusion principle for electrons in helium is being conducted by D. Kelleher, et al. [42] I conclude this brief discussion of experimental bounds on small violations of statistics by remarking that there are three types of such experiments: (1) to detect an accumulation of particles in anomalous states, (2) to detect transitions to anomalous states and (3) to detect deviations from the usual statistical properties of many-particle systems. Here and in [8] type (2) experiments are discussed, because they allow detection of single transitions to anomalous states. Type (1) experiments require detection of a small concentration of anomalous states in a macroscopic system; for that reason they are generally less sensitive than type (2) experiments. I have not analyzed type (3) experiments; however it seems likely that they will fail to provide high-precision tests for the same reason that type (1) experiments fail: it will be difficult to detect the modification of the statistical properties of a macroscopic sample due to a small concentration of anomalous states.
Summary
The quon oscillator serves as an interpolation between Fermi and Bose statistics. This interpolation preserves positivity of norms and the non-relativistic form of locality, but fails to allow local observables in a relativistic theory. Nonetheless, the TCP theorem and clustering hold in relativistic quon theories. Terms in the Hamiltonian for both self-interacting systems and systems interacting with an external source must be effective Bose operators in order for the additivity of the energy for widely separated subsystems to hold. The quon theory provides a parametrization of possible deviations from Bose or Fermi statistics.
